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Suppression and enhancement of transcriptional noise by DNA looping
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DNA looping has been observed to enhance and suppress transcriptional noise but it is uncertain which of these
two opposite effects is to be expected for given conditions. Here, we derive analytical expressions for the main
quantifiers of transcriptional noise in terms of the molecular parameters and elucidate the role of DNA looping.
Our results rationalize paradoxical experimental observations and provide the first quantitative explanation of
landmark individual-cell measurements at the single molecule level on the classical lac operon genetic system
[Choi, L. Cai, K. Frieda, and X. S. Xie, Science 322, 442 (2008)].
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gene expression, the process that leads to functional
biomolecules from the information encoded in genes, is
carried out by inherently stochastic events [1]. Very often,
the underlying stochasticity is not effectively averaged out
and noise, in the form of random fluctuations, propagates
throughout the system [2–8]. A key regulatory step is the
binding of transcription factors to DNA, which control how
effectively the RNA polymerase transcribes the genes [9].
DNA looping has a widespread prominent role in this type
of situations because it allows transcription factors to bind
simultaneously single and multiple DNA sites and to contact
the RNA polymerase from distal sites [9–11].
Typical approaches to studying transcriptional noise
have been based on, among other methodologies, stochastic
simulations [12], linear noise approximations [13], Langevin
dynamics [14], and analytical solutions of the master
equation [15]. The Fano factor, F = σ 2 /μ, and coefficient of
variation, cv = σ/μ, are the quantities most commonly used
to characterize transcriptional noise in terms of the mean, μ,
and standard deviation, σ , of the number of mRNA transcripts.
Despite intensive research, explicit analytical expressions
for these quantities, whether exact or approximate, remain
scarce except for a few notable exceptions [15–17]. The
presence of DNA looping is particularly challenging to
deal with because it introduces additional complexity that,
so far, has been possible to study only through stochastic
simulations [18–20] or numerical calculations [21]. Without
explicit analytical expressions, it is difficult to comprehend
and fully understand how the different molecular components
impact transcriptional noise and how to manipulate them
to affect the system behavior. Experiments show that
DNA looping can both enhance [22] and suppress [23]
transcriptional noise but it is uncertain which of these two
opposite effects is to be expected for given conditions.
Here, we obtain explicit analytical expressions for the Fano
factor and coefficient of variation in terms of the molecular
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parameters and find conditions that determine whether DNA
looping enhances or suppresses noise. We focus explicitly on
the mode of regulation of the lac operon, the proverbial E. coli
genetic system that regulates and produces the enzymes needed
to metabolize lactose [24,25]. In this system, the main regulator
is the lac repressor [26], which upon binding to the main
operator prevents the RNA polymerase from transcribing the
three genes used in lactose metabolism. We also consider the
presence of an auxiliary operator where the repressor can bind
specifically without preventing transcription (Fig. 1). Because
the repressor has two DNA binding domains, it can bind two
operators simultaneously by looping the intervening DNA.
II. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION

The canonical description of this type of multistate transcription systems considers that there is a set of transcriptional
states s and that mRNA, m, is produced at a rate gs for each
transcription state [10]. Typically, the mRNA degradation rate
λ is independent of s. We consider five transcriptional states,
which are labeled as illustrated in Fig. 1. The transcription
rates gs can be expressed as the components of the vector
g ≡ (gon

gon

0

0

0)T ,

(1)

which specifies that transcription takes place at a rate gon only
when the main operator is free.
Transitions between transcriptional states result from the
binding and unbinding of the repressor. We specify the
transition rates ks,s  from the state s to the state s  through
the elements of the matrix
⎛
⎞
0
nX kon nX kon
0
0
⎜ koff−A
0
0
kloop nX kon ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
0
0
kloop nX kon ⎟ ,
(2)
k ≡ ⎜koff−M
⎜
⎟
⎝ 0
⎠
koff−M koff−A
0
0
0
koff−M koff−A
0
0
where kon is the association rate of the repressor for an operator;
koff−M and koff−A are the dissociation rates of the repressor
from the main and auxiliary operators, respectively; kloop is
the rate of loop formation when the repressor is bound to one
operator; and nX is the average number of active repressors
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where Z1 is the expression of the partition function using
the one norm. In the case of the lac operon, the statistical
weights are
Z≡ 1

nX KA

nX KM

nX nL KA KM

T

n2X KA KM .
(5)

The steady-state equation for the conditional probability
follows from substituting P (m,s) = P (m|s)Ps in Eq. (3) with
dP (m,s)/dt = 0. After using the detailed balance principle,
ks  ,s P (s  )/P (s)=ks,s  , and algebraic manipulations, we obtain
0=


s

ks,s  − δs  ,s



ks,s  P (m|s  )

s 

+ gs [P (m − 1|s) − P (m|s)]
+ λ[(m + 1)P (m + 1|s) − mP (m|s)],
FIG. 1. (Color online) Transcriptional states of the lac operon
(labeled with encircled numbers as used in the main text) and the
possible transitions among them (arrows). DNA is represented by a
wavy thick line with boxes for the main (OM ) and auxiliary (OA )
operators, and the repressor is cartooned bound to the operators.

(see Appendix). This description was originally developed
in Ref. [18] and has been shown to accurately describe
the lac operon under an exhaustive range of experimental
conditions [27,28].
To obtain more compact expressions, we express the
dissociation and the looping rates in terms of the repressoroperator association constants, KM and KA , and looping local
concentration, nL , as koff−M = kon /KM , koff−A = kon /KA , and
kloop = nL kon .
The time evolution of the joint probability P (m,s) of the
number m of mRNA molecules and the system state s is
governed by the master equation,
dP (m,s) 
=
[ks  ,s P (m,s  ) − ks,s  P (m,s)]
dt
s

where δs  ,s represents the Kronecker delta.
The conditional averages ms and m2 s are obtained
implicitly by multiplying Eq. (6) by m and m2 , respectively,
and summing over all the values of m, resulting in 0 = s 
Ws,s  ms  + gs − λms and 0 = s  Ws,s  m(m − 1)s  +
2gs ms − 2λm(m − 1)s , with Ws,s  = ks,s  − δs  ,s s  ks,s  .
The explicit solutions are expressed in matrix form as
m = (λI − W)−1 g,
m2  = m + (2λI − W)−1 (2g ◦ m),

μ = m · P, σ 2 = m2  · P − μ2 .

III. RESULTS

To compute the Fano factor and the coefficient of variation,
we need to consider only the steady state. We proceed by
rewriting the joint probability in terms of the marginal probability Ps = m P (m,s) and conditional probability P (m|s) =
P (m,s)/Ps , which we use to compute the conditional averages
ms = m mP (m|s) and m2 s = m m2 P (m|s).
The steady-state expression of the marginal probability
Ps is obtained by solving 0 = s  [ks  ,s Ps  − ks,s  Ps ], which
follows straightforwardly from Eq. (3). We write the solution
using the statistical weights Zs . In vector form, the marginal
probabilities are given by
P = Z/Z1 ,

(8)

The analytic expressions of μ and σ 2 in terms the molecular parameters follow straightforwardly from Eq. (8) using
Eqs. (4) and (7) with Eqs. (1), (2), and (5). The mean mRNA
content is given by
μ=

(3)

which takes into account the transitions between transcriptional states, mRNA production, and mRNA degradation.

(7)

where I is the identity matrix and m, m2 , and W are
the vectors and matrix with elements ms , m2 s , and Ws,s  ,
respectively. The symbol ◦ represents the Hadamard product.
The mean μ and variance σ 2 are computed from the
conditional averages as

+ gs [P (m − 1,s) − P (m,s)]
+ λ[(m + 1)P (m + 1,s) − mP (m,s)],

(6)

gon KA nX + gon
,
λ{KA nX [KM (nL + nX ) + 1] + KM nX + 1}

(9)

which has a relatively simple expression. The general expression of the variance, in contrast, is much more intricate and is
given explicitly in the Supplemental Material [29].
To simplify the general expressions, we considered first how
adding a small looping contribution to the system changes the
noise properties. Explicitly, we calculated the derivative of F
with respect to nL when nL is small:

dF 
dnL nL →0
=

2
2
nX λKM + kon − KM
kon n2X
gon KA KM
.
(KA nX + 1)(KM nX + 1)2 (λKM + KM kon nX + kon )2
(10)

This expression shows that looping has a dual role. It decreases
the Fano factor for

(4)
062703-2
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n2X KM
> 1 + λKM /kon ,
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Fano factor (σ 2 /μ) and coefficient of
variation (σ/μ) as functions of the mean (μ) when the average
number of active repressors (nX ) is changed for a system with (dashed
line) and without (continuous line) looping. The values of the other
parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

=

FIG. 2. (Color online) Mean (μ), Fano factor (σ 2 /μ), and coefficient of variation (σ/μ) as functions of the inverse of the
normalized average number of active repressors (nWT /nX ) for a
system with (dashed line) and without (continuous line) looping.
Here, nWT = 10 molec is the average number of wild-type repressors.
The values of the parameters are kon = 0.0033 molec−1 s−1 , gon =
0.5 molec s−1 , λ = 0.0033 s−1 , nL = 606 molec (looping) or nL =
0 molec (no looping), KM = 3.3 molec−1 , and KA = 0.33 molec−1 ,
which correspond to the estimated experimental values. The mean and
variance were computed using the expressions in the Supplemental
Material [29] resulting from Eq. (8). The circles represent the results
obtained from stochastic simulations [Eq. (13)].

λKA KM nX
1
2cv (gon KA nX + gon )(λKM + KM kon nX + kon )2
 2
× λKM
(λ + gon ) + KM kon [gon + 2(λ + λKM nX )]

(12)
+ (KM kon nX + kon )2 ,

when the occupancy of the main site is sufficiently high, and
increases it otherwise. The intuitive explanation is that the
Fano factor has a maximum for intermediate occupancy of the
main site and looping increases the occupancy towards this
maximum for low occupancies or away from it in the opposite
regime. In the case of cv , this approach leads to an expression
for (dcv /dnL )nL →0 that is positive for all parameter values.
Explicitly, the derivative of cv with respect to nL for small nL
is given by

dcv 
dnL nL →0
=


1 dcv2 
2cv dnL nL →0

FIG. 4. (Color online) Fano factor (σ 2 /μ) and coefficient of
variation (σ/μ) as functions of the mean (μ) when the affinity of
the main site (KM ) is changed for a system with (dashed line) and
without (continuous line) looping. The values of the other parameters
are the same as in Fig. 2 with nX = 10 molec.
062703-3
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Representative time courses of the number of mRNA transcripts from stochastic simulations of the system [Eq. (13)]
without (left panels) and with (right panels) looping. The values of the parameters are the same as in Fig. 2 except for those indicated in each
panel. Panels (a) and (b) correspond to the wild-type case in the absence of inducer, panels (c) and (d) correspond to adjusting the mean by
changing nX , and panels (e) and (f) correspond to adjusting the mean by changing KM .

which is always positive. Therefore, the presence of looping
always increases the coefficient of variation for small values
of nL .
Experiments in the lac operon have reported that looping
decreases F and increases cv [23]. In agreement with the
experimental data, our results show that looping increases cv
and, for the values of the parameters corresponding to the
experimental conditions, Eq. (11) indicates that indeed the
system is in a regime in which looping decreases F (Fig. 2).
We considered the exact analytic expressions [29] for the
experimental parameters of the lac operon, and found that
these results, obtained for small values of nL , also hold true
for the actual value of the looping strength (Fig. 2).

gon KA − λμKA − λμKA KM nL − λμKM
nX (μ) =
+
2λμKA KM



We further confirmed our results with stochastic simulations (circles in Fig. 2) performed using the Doob-Gillespie
algorithm [30,31] with transitions
s,s
s −−−−
→ s  , m−−−−s → m + 1,

k



g

λm

m−−−−→ m − 1.

(13)

Earlier numerical calculations showed that looping increases F when it is plotted as a function of μ by changing
the value of nX [21]. Indeed, we recapitulate this result from
Eq. (8) (Fig. 3). To provide analytical evidence for this effect,
we considered a low affinity auxiliary operator and expanded
in powers of KA the result of substituting nX as a function of
μ. Explicitly, the expression of nX in terms of the mean and
the other parameters obtained from Eq. (9) is given by

4λμKA KM (gon − λμ) + {KA [λμ(KM nL + 1) − gon ] + λμKM }2
,
2λμKA KM
(14)

which after substitution in the expression of the Fano factor and expanding in powers of KA leads to


gon KA2 kon n2L
λμKM (gon − λμ)
1+
+ O KA3 .
F [nX (μ)] = 1 +
gon kon + λ2 μKM
gon kon + λ2 μKM

(15)

Therefore, our results show that looping always increases F [nX (μ)] when the affinity of the auxiliary site is sufficiently small.
[Note that Eq. (9) implies gon − λμ > 0.] However, this increase, in contrast to what was assumed recently [21], is not a universal
062703-4
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Probability mass functions for the number of mRNA transcripts from stochastic simulations for the same cases as
in Fig. 5.

property of F as a function of μ. Consider, for instance, that
μ is adjusted by changing KM rather than nX . From Eq. (9),
we have
KM (μ) =

(KA nX + 1)(gon − λμ)
.
λμnX [KA (nL + nX ) + 1]

Simulation results confirm that the way of adjusting the
mean, either through nX or KM , has profound differences in
the system properties, including time courses (Fig. 5) and
probability mass functions (Fig. 6).

(16)

Expanding in powers of KA the result of substituting KM as a
function of μ, we obtain
(gon − λμ)2
F [KM (μ)] = 1 +
λ(gon − λμ) + gon kon nX


gon KA kon nL nX
+ O KA2 ,
× 1−
λ(gon − λμ) + gon kon nX
(17)
which shows that looping always decreases F [KM (μ)] when
the affinity of the auxiliary site is sufficiently small. The full
results from Eq. (8) show that looping, indeed, decreases
F [KM (μ)] for the experimentally observed values of the
parameters (Fig. 4). Note that, as functions of the mean, the
coefficient of variation and Fano factor are both affected by
looping essentially in the same way because they are related
to each other through cv2 (μ) = F (μ)/μ (Figs. 3 and 4).

IV. DISCUSSION

In summary, we have provided the first analytical expressions that quantify transcriptional noise in terms of the molecular parameters in a system with DNA looping. Our results
show that looping can enhance and suppress transcriptional
noise in a way that matches the experimental observations.
For fixed parameter values, looping decreases the Fano factor
when the occupancy of the main site is sufficiently high and
increases it in the opposite limit. In this case, the coefficient of
variation always increases. When the mean is fixed, both the
Fano factor and coefficient of variation behave in the same way,
with conditions leading to an increase of noise, as when the
average number of active repressors is used to adjust the mean,
and to a decrease of noise, as when the main site association
constant is used to adjust the mean. Overall, our results show
that DNA looping provides a highly versatile mechanism to
regulate both average and noisy properties of genetic systems.
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Consider a cell with NX active repressors, NI repressors
inactivated by an inducer I , and NO repressors bound to
operator DNA. Since the repressor’s binding to the inducer
is much faster than its binding to the operator, the aver-

age number of active nX and inactive nI repressors are
related to each other through nI = nX fI ([I ]), where fI ([I ])
is an increasing function of the inducer concentration [I ]
with fI (0) = 0. Conservation of the number of repressors
leads to NT − NO = (1 + fI ([I ]))nX , where NT is the total
number of repressors. The association rate of the repressors
(0)
to the operator is given by n(0)
X kon , with nX = NT /(1 +
(0)
fI ([I ])), for NO = 0 and by n(1)
X kon = nX kon (NT − 1)/NT
for NO = 1. Typical experimental values of NT range from
10 to 900 and considering (NT − 1)/NT ≈ 1 is an excellent
approximation for all the experimental setups. Therefore,
(0)
we use n(1)
X = nX = nX .
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